Correlating fast and slow chemical shift spinning sideband patterns in solid-state NMR.
An experiment is presented that enables the measurement of small chemical shift anisotropy tensors under fast magic-angle spinning (MAS). The two-dimensional spectra obtained give a fast MAS sideband pattern in the directly observed dimension with the spinning sideband intensities equivalent to the chemical shift anisotropy scaled by a factor of N, or equivalently the sample spinning frequency scaled by 1/N, in the indirectly observed dimension. The scaling factor may be arbitrarily varied by changing the number and timings of the rotor synchronized pi-pulses used. Desirable features of the experiment include a fixed length pulse sequence and efficient sampling of the indirectly observed dimension. In addition, neither quadrature detection in the indirect dimension nor storage periods are required, consequently no signal intensity is discarded by the pulse sequence. The experiment is demonstrated using (31)P NMR of sodium phosphate and (13)C NMR of fumaric acid monoethyl ester for which a scaling factor of N=10.2 was employed.